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A new segmented cell design was applied to study the aging of dye solar cell with stainless steel (StS)

photoelectrode substrate, in particular the role of electrolyte in the degradation. Photovoltaic

characterization indicated that StS photoelectrode cells are subjected to rapid (within hours or days)

performance degradation which did not occur in the StS counter electrode cells. Other complimentary

techniques, open circuit voltage decay (OCVD) and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS),

showed changes in the recombination at the photoelectrode / electrolyte interface. With the segmented

cell method, we confirmed that the electrolyte was not contaminated by the StS nor was it subject to

other significant changes related to the rapid degradation.

Introduction

Nanostructured dye solar cells (DSC) are promising low cost photovoltaic devices. The price of the

cells could be reduced and suitability for mass production improved with new materials and techniques.

In particular, the study of alternative substrate materials is highly motivated since traditionally used glass

with transparent conductive oxide (TCO) layer constitutes about one third of the material costs of these

cells.1 Flexible stainless steel (StS) substrates are clearly cheaper compared to TCO glass 2,3 and also

suitable for roll-to-roll mass production. StS has been used both as counter electrode (CE) 4-8 and

photoelectrode (PE) substrate.7,9-13 To gain flexible DSC, transparent polymer substrates are used with

metal substrates. The preparation of efficient PEs with low temperature techniques required in the case of

polymer substrate has proven out to be more difficult compared to that of CEs. Hence, the application of

StS as a PE substrate is especially interesting. Indeed, the highest efficiency of flexible DSCs (8.6 %) has

been achieved with StS as photoelectrode substrate.13

The stability of StS DSCs has been shown to be poorer compared to glass cells,5,14 although StS

substrates withstood electrolyte soaking tests.4-6 The mechanisms resulting in the shorter lifetime are not,

however, clear. Besides corrosion of the StS by the electrolyte,8 it has also been suggested that there may

be problems in the encapsulation5 and that the StS substrate may contaminate the dyed TiO2 layer with
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harmful metal oxides.15 In order to improve the stability, further clarification of the causes leading to the

StS cell degradation is needed.

Aging is typically studied with photovoltaic characterization. A complimentary tool that allows

decoupling the changes in different cell components is electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS).

When studying the stability of a component in electrolyte, electrolyte soaking tests followed by chemical

composition analysis such as atomic absorption spectroscopy of the electrolyte are sometimes used.4,6

Composition analysis is, however, restricted by the measurement accuracy.  4,6 In addition, analysis of the

electrolyte requires dismantling of the cell and is thus not suitable for continuous examination of the cell

degradation over long periods of time.

In this study we introduce a novel segmented cell method to decouple the aging effects in DSC. The

segmented cell method is applicable for many different cases and its use is therefore presented in detail.

Here, the method is applied to study the rapid degradation phenomenon observed in the StS PE cells. In

addition to segmented cell method, photovoltaic characterization, open circuit voltage decay (OCVD),

and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) are applied to give complimentary insight. This study

is focused on the electrolyte since it is a common cause of chemical instabilities and it might also act as

contamination carrier. The purpose of this study is not to cover everything that may be connect to the

aging of the StS PE cells but to give insight to the role of one cell component, the electrolyte.

Experimental methods

Segmented cell method. The idea of applying segment cell to aging studies is to separate the

contribution of different cell components to the cell degradation. In a segmented cell, there are

electrically isolated cell compartments that share the same electrolyte layer. We have previously

employed a segmented cell structure for the examination of spatial performance distribution.16 Some

segmented structures have been used as an internal reference electrode 17 and for studying current

leakage from a substrate.18 Here, a 2-segment cell is adequate for the purpose of the investigation.
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In general, a 2-segment cell for aging studies constitutes of a studied segment and a reference segment.

Here, we connected a StS PE cell with a conventional glass cell as shown in Figure 1. As the two

segments share the same electrolyte layer, differences in the electrolyte in the studied segment causes

differences in the reference segment as well. In practice, the segmented cell method applied to

degradation studies is a non-destructive way to detect changes in the electrolyte or depletion of charge

carriers. More generally, it allows the monitoring of the long term stability of different kind of electrodes

under influence of exactly same electrolyte and aging conditions.

A) StS PE
B) Spacer fo ils
C) Epoxy glue
D) Filling ho le
E) Electro lyte
F) Current collector
G) Glass CE
H) Glass PE
I) Cover glass and
cover  fo il

Top view

Cross section

A H
G

B
G E

C

Figure 1. The structure of a 2-segment cell with StS PE and glass PE segments.

It should be noted that the segmented cell method can detect changes which are related to freely

moving electrolyte components. Not all electrolyte components meet this criterion, for instance 4-tert-

butylpyridine (4-tBP) adsorbs quickly to the TiO2 surface resulting in an uneven electrolyte

composition.16 For  this  reason  2-segment  cells  with  4-tBP in the electrolyte need to be filled from the

middle hole (Figure 1) in order to have similar electrolyte composition in both segments.

It should also be taken into account that when current is driven through one segment, the additional

electrolyte reservoir in the one segment affects the charge transport in the other and vice versa. We
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therefore expect that the segmentation method is most suitable for the study of relative differences such

as detecting changes due to aging.

An important characteristic that needs to be determined for each segmented cell geometry and

electrolyte is the time it takes for the changes in the electrolyte in the studied segment to affect the

reference segment. This time is called here the response time. It depends on how quickly the electrolyte is

mixed by diffusion. There is practically no convection in the DSCs and migration affects only charged

particles. The response time can be determined both experimentally and by calculations as shown in the

following chapters.

Experimental calibration of 2-segment cells. The response time of the segmented cell can be

estimated experimentally by observing the motion of species that determine either optical or electrical

properties of the cell segments, or both. Here, we determine the response time using 2-segment cells

composed of a CE-CE segment with glass substrates and another segment with a copper substrate. Since

all the triiodide that visit the segment with a copper substrate are immediately reduced to colorless ions,4

we can study the response time by observing the loss of triiodide from the glass segment. The amount of

triiodide in a cell is directly proportional to both the limiting current density 19 and  the  color  of  the

electrolyte.20 Polarization measurements showed that the limiting current density in the glass segment

connected to a segment with a copper substrate decreased by half in one day. It can therefore be deduced

that approximately half of the electrolyte species enter the other segment during one day. It should be

noted that polarization of the cell may affect the distribution of triiodide and hence we recommend to

minimize any polarization measurements during the calibration process. Note also that this response time

estimate is valid only for this particular cell geometry and electrolyte.

Computational calibration of 2-segment cells. The response time can also be studied theoretically

assuming that the mixing of the electrolyte follows the basic Fick’s law of diffusion

cD
t
c 2Ñ=

¶
¶ (1)
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where c is the concentration of the studied particles, D is the diffusion coefficient of the particles, and t is

the time. Let’s assume that the concentration of studied particles in the measured segment is even cinit at

the beginning of the experiment (t = 0) while the concentration in the reference segment is zero (c = 0),

i.e. the initial state (t =  0)  is  a  step  function  (Figure  2, t = 0). The concentrations start to even out

between the measured segment and the reference segment when t > 0. Assuming infinite segments, the

time evolution of the concentration profile is given by the follow the equation21
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We assume that the particles have similar D as the triiodide as in the experimental calibration. The D

for triiodide in the electrolyte was 3.6·10-6 cm2/s as determined by limiting current density

measurements.22 Already after one day significant changes in the concentration at a distance of 1 cm from

the boundary of the segments can be detected. The response time gained with these calculations is similar

to that gained with the experimental calibration.
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Figure  2. Concentration relative to cinit versus time. D = 3.6·10-6 cm2/s. The negative values of x

represent the region of the reference segment and the positive values of x the studied segment.
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Samples. The studied substrates were stainless steel 304 (thickness 1.25 mm, Outokumpu Ltd.) and

fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) coated glass (thickness 2.5 mm, Pilkington TEC-15, sheet resistance 15

Ω/sq, Hartford Glass Company, Inc.).

In the PE preparation, commercial titania paste (Dyesol) was employed. The TiO2 layers were sintered

at 450 °C for 30 minutes followed by 16 hours of sensitization in a dye solution consisting of 0.32 mM

cis-bis(isothiocyanato)bis(2,2'-bipyridyl-4,4'-dicarboxylato)-ruthenium(II) bis-tetrabutylammonium

(Solaronix SA) in ethanol (99.5 wt-%). The CEs were thermally platinized 23 at 385 °C for 15 min using

5 mM tetrachloroplatinate PtCl4 (Sigma-Aldrich) dissolved in 2-propanol. Two 25 μm thick Surlyn

ionomer resin films 1702 (DuPont) were employed as the spacer between the electrodes. Two spacers

were required in the 2-segment cells (Figure 1) and they were used in the other cells to ease the

comparability  of  the  results.  Liquid  electrolyte  consisting  of  0.5  M  LiI,  0.05  M  I2, and 0.5 M 4-tert-

butylpyridine in 3-methoxypropionitrile was inserted through the filling channel. The 2-segment cells

were filled through the middle hole. Further specifications of the cell components and preparation are

shown elsewhere.7

In this study, complete solar cells, substrate - counter electrode (SU-CE) cells,7 counter electrode -

counter electrode (CE-CE) cells, and their combinations in 2-segment cells were prepared. 2-segment

cells composed of two glass segments were also prepared as a reference to StS PE – glass PE 2-segment

cells to exclude the effect of segmentation to the results. In order to make the substrates to resemble the

PE substrate in all the SU-CE, they were thermally treated the same way as the PEs at 450 °C for 30 min

and dyed since those treatments change electrochemical properties of the substrate.24-25

Measurements. Photovoltaic measurements were performed using a solar simulator providing 1000

W/m2 AM1.5G equivalent light intensity determined by a calibrated silicon reference cell with spectral

filters to mimic typical DSC response. The polarization curves were measured using a Keithley 2420

SourceMeter. The solar cells were provided with black masks with a slightly larger aperture size
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compared to the active area since this gives most reliable results.26 The measurement platform was also

black.

In the open circuit voltage decay (OCVD) measurements,27 the cells were illuminated using a red LED

(λpeak = 639 nm) which was then turned off. The open circuit voltage was recorded in 5 ms intervals using

an Agilent 34970A data logger with input impedance larger than 10 GΩ. The measurements were

performed in a black box to exclude stray light.

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was performed twice over the frequency range 100

mHz – 100 kHz with Zahner Elektrik’s IM6 Impedance Measurement unit. The same equipment was also

employed in the polarization curves in dark. The EIS measurements were performed in dark in

potentiostatic mode at voltages between 0 and -0.7 V using 10 mV amplitude. The equivalent circuit

analysis of the data was done with ZView2 software. The EIS data was analyzed similarly as in our

previous study; for instance the equivalent circuits were the same.7

Surface morphology and elemental composition analysis of the aged cells was made with Zeiss Ultra 55

field emission scanning electron microscope (SEM) with Bruker AXS energy dispersive X-ray

spectroscopy (EDS) equipment combined with Quantax 400 software. A 15 kV accelerating voltage was

employed in these measurements. The aged cells were dismantled for this analysis.

We detected that the StS PE cells suffered from rapid degradation (within few hours) under 1 sun

illumination. In dark, the cells remained stable for a longer period of time. To slow down the degradation

and hence leaving time for the measurements, the cells were kept in dark and measured at intervals of a

few days. Note that the response time of 2-segment cells is ca. one day as mentioned earlier.

Results and discussion

Initial performance. The initial photovoltaic performance of StS cells was described in detail in our

previous work 7 and the initial data presented here (Table 1) is in good correspondence with that. In the

case of the StS PE cells, a 10 % decrease in the short circuit current densities (iSC)  compared  to  the

previous study 7 is obtained here due to increased optical losses by the thicker bulk electrolyte layer and
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increased recombination due to larger triiodide concentration. The fill factor of the StS CE cells is larger

than that in the previous study.7 This is due to batch to batch differences; for instance StS CEs may be

more sensitive to slight changes in the thermal treatment than glass CEs.

Table 1. Average initial solar cell performance characteristics and their standard deviations under

illumination corresponding to AM1.5G conditions.

VOC / mV iSC / mAcm-2 FF / % η / %

StS PE -643 ± 6 10.5 ± 0.4 52 ± 2 3.48 ± 0.04

StS CE -681 ± 10 13.6 ± 0.6 48 ± 3 4.7 ± 0.2

Glass, PE light -666 ± 10 12.8 ± 0.3 57 ± 2 4.87 ± 0.08

Glass, CE light -636 ± 9 10.7 ± 0.3 62 ± 1 4.21 ± 0.05

Degradation of photovoltaic performance. The efficiency (η)  of  the  StS  PE  cells  dropped

approximately 90 % in two weeks in the dark degradation test (Figure 3). The decrease of η of StS PE

cells was mostly due to the lowering of iSC. Contrary to StS PE cells, the photovoltaic parameters of the

StS CE cells and glass cells remained practically constant after the second measurement day (Figure 3).

According to literature StS CEs also age when kept under illumination for weeks.5 Comparison  of  the

StS PE and CE cells, however, proves that the rapid degradation of the StS PE cells cannot be due to

either mere presence of StS in the cell or the encapsulation of StS cells.
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Figure 3. Ageing data of StS PE (black square), StS CE (gray diamond), and glass (black cross) dye

solar cells in dark. The data presents average values of 3 cells. The errorbars describing the standard

deviation are shown only when larger than the marker size (only one point).

There were no visible changes in the StS PE cells during the measurement period. Since the

concentration of triiodide is associated with the appearance (i.e. color), we can conclude that there were

no significant changes in it. If there is a decrease in iSC due to the loss of triiodide,  the decrease in the

triiodide concentration should be roughly corresponding to that in iSC. Hence, the decrease of the StS PE

cell iSC cannot be linked with the loss of triiodide due to corrosion (cf. reaction between copper and

electrolyte discussed earlier).
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Figure 4. SEM images of a) untreated StS and b) StS PE substrate of an aged cell.

In the SEM, the surface morphology of the StS PE substrate did not differ from that of the untreated

StS (Figure 4) which also implies that there is no general corrosion and related pit holes. In addition,

EDS composition analysis showed no changes in the composition of the StS PE substrate nor in the dyed

TiO2 layer. The EDS results are, however, indicative only and show that there were no very large

changes due to measurement restrictions. For instance, the detection of a monolayer is difficult with EDS

meaning that the dye on the TiO2 could hardly be detected in spite of high coverage.

The fill factor of the StS PE cells did not decrease (Figure 3) which implies that components that

primarily affect it, such as the ohmic series resistance of the cell and the charge transfer at the CE cannot

be responsible for the deterioration of the StS PE cells. This was also confirmed with EIS measurements

(data not shown).

Electron recombination. Since both VOC and iSC of StS PE cells decreased in the aging tests, the

degradation might be due to increased electron recombination at the photoelectrode since it can affect iSC

in addition to VOC. The effective electron lifetime τeff at the StS PE measured with OCVD (Figure 5a) and

the recombination resistance at the photoelectrode RPE (Figure 6a) decreased throughout the studied

voltage range rather simultaneously as function of time whereas the glass cells gave approximately stable

values (Figures 5b and 6d). Typically, electron recombination at high voltages is mainly due to

recombination via the dyed TiO2 photoelectrode film and at low voltages via the photoelectrode
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substrate,29-30 and hence the result suggests that there would be changes in both the TiO2 layer and in the

StS substrate.

τeff is linked with RPE as follows 28

PEPEeff CR=t (3)

where CPE in the capacitance at the PE / electrolyte interface. The τeff values calculated from the EIS data

(Figure 6c) according to eq (3) indicate quite similar decrease as those measured with OCVD (Figure 5a)

in the case of StS PE cells. The absolute τeff values of the StS PE cells are, however, about an order of

magnitude lower with EIS compared to OCVD (Figures 5a and 6c). In contrast to this, the glass cells

give very good correspondence of τeff between the methods (Figures 5b and 6f). The difference between

EIS  and  OCVD  in  the  small τeff values is known also in literature 7,27 and  possible  reasons  for  this  are

discussed in our previous publication.7
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Figure 5. Change of the effective electron lifetimes measured by OCVD at the photoelectrode as a

function of time (indicated by arrows) for a) StS PE and b) glass cells. The measurements were taken 1,

5, 8, 12, and 15 days after cell preparation corresponding to the line color changes from black to light

gray, respectively.

The capacitance at both the StS PE and glass PE stay approximately constant (Figures 6b and 6e)

except for the voltage point -0.6 V. This means that there are no changes in the energetic distribution and

density of electron trap states in the photoelectrode.

The initial τeff values (Figure 5) and the RPE values of the StS PEs (Figure 6) were much lower at the

high voltages compared to those at the glass PEs. At the high voltages the data should correspond to the

TiO2 layer.29-30 In principle the similarly prepared dyed TiO2 layer should give equal performance. Hence,

the StS PE substrate appears to have affected the TiO2 layer as indicated also in our previous study.7 The

fact that the electron lifetime continued its decrease over the whole observation period (15 days) (Figure

5a) suggests that the decrease seen in the first measurements was due to degradation and not a

permanent characteristic difference between the StS and glass substrates.

It is also worth commenting that RPE is directly linked with the photovoltaic curve and hence also with

the cell efficiency while τeff in  itself  is  related  to  transient  (AC)  behavior  of  the  cell.  The τeff values

measured with OCVD give, however, easily and directly information about the PE. Since the OCVD
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measurements are performed in open circuit, the measured voltage corresponds therefore to the voltage

over the photoelectrode. EIS measurements are more time consuming and, when measuring as a function

of voltage, there is a current flow through the cell which leads to the measured voltage being divided

between the cell components. Previously, we have shown how to correct the measured voltage to

correspond to the voltage over a single component.7 Here, such calculations could not be carried out

since they require sufficiently stable cell, and those conditions could not be met here due to the

degradation of the StS PE cells during the measurements, in particular at the end of the studied time

period. Although the RPE values are here compared as function of cell voltage and not the voltage over

the PE, it was estimated that it should not affect the interpretation of the data in this case.
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Figure 6. Resistance at the photoelectrode RPE, capacitance at the photoelectrode CPE, and electron

lifetime τeff for StS PE (a, b, c) and glass cells (d, e, f) according to EIS measurements in the dark. The

measurements were taken 1, 5, 8, 12, and 15 days after cell preparation and the marker color changes

from black to light gray, respectively.
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2-segment cells. The decreased recombination resistance of the PE in the case of the StS PE cell

suggests that the StS PE substrate might have contaminated the cell with harmful metal oxides or reacted

with the electrolyte in a way that does not affect the appearance of the cell. The amount of harmful metal

oxides needed to cause a decrease in cell performance is small.15 If  this  kind  of  small  amount  of  metal

oxides appeared as sub-nano range particles, their detection would be outside the measurement range of

both the SEM and the EDS systems. Hence, the contamination hypothesis cannot be completely

eliminated with the preceding SEM and EDS analyses. To examine these kinds of changes, 2-segment

cells were prepared. The idea was to determine whether or not a StS PE can contaminate a glass PE via

electrolyte. Here, we focus on changes in iSC since that characteristic was primary affected in the

degradation of StS PE cells.

The decrease of StS PE segment iSC was  similar  as  in  normal  StS  PE  cells  (Figure  3  and  7).  The

performance of the glass segment which was connected to the StS PE segment did not differ from that of

a glass segment connected to another glass segment in dark degradation test which lasted almost 20 days

(Figure 7). In the experimental section it was showed that changes in one segment should affect the other

segment already in a day.
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Figure 7. iSC of StS PE segment (black diamond) and that of a glass segment (black cross) connected to

it. iSC of glass – glass 2-segment (gray dot) is also presented as a reference. The cells were illuminated
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from the CE side. The values represent the average of 3 segments. The error bars indicate the standard

deviation and they are marked when larger than the marker size.

However, it is in principle possible that the effect is electrolyte mediated, but adsorption of the

contaminating material on the nanoporous high surface area TiO2 photoelectrode film StS PE prevents its

transfer from the StS PE segment to the glass segment, cf. adsorption of 4-tBP.16 To investigate this

hypothesis, the TiO2 film was ruled out by preparing 2-segment cells where the StS PE was replaced with

a bare StS substrate. Mere presence of a StS substrate does not itself cause the instability as can be

deduced from the StS CE cell data (Figure 3). This is why additional stimulus such as polarization is

required in order to have a possibility to evoke degradation effects. Hence, the StS substrate was

polarized to -0.5 V to mimic the polarization of a StS PE to result in similar StS substrate/electrolyte

interaction as in illuminated StS PE cells. The polarized StS substrates did not affect the iSC of the glass

segment either in this test which also lasted about 20 days (data not shown).

Hence, apparently the electrolyte was not contaminated nor was subjected to other significant changes

that would itself lead to the rapid degradation of the StS PE cells. If there is contamination from the StS

substrate to the TiO2 layer, it could transfer from the StS substrate to the TiO2 for instance by surface

diffusion without the electrolyte. If the electrolyte has reacted with the stainless steel, it needs to have

had a major influence on the performance of StS substrate, for instance the contact between the StS and

the TiO2 layer, while leading to a very minor difference in the electrolyte. The analysis of these other

possible aging mechanism is, however, out of the scope of this study since here the focus is on the

electrolyte.

Conclusions

A stainless steel photoelectrode dye solar cell suffers from rapid degradation within few days. This

does not occur in a stainless steel counter electrode cell. There were no simultaneous visual changes

associated  with  the  aging  of  the  StS  PE  cells  indicating  that  their  degradation  is  not  due  to  loss  of
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triiodide in the electrolyte e.g. through corrosion reactions. The OCVD and EIS measurements showed

decreased electron lifetime and recombination resistance at the stainless steel photoelectrode.

To investigate the role of the electrolyte in such a rapid degradation process, 2-segment cells were

used connecting laterally a glass based DSC with a stainless steel DSC via a common electrolyte layer.

The segment cell method is a non-destructive way to decouple electrolyte mediated degradation

phenomena from local one as well as their effect on different cell components during long term stability

testing. Measurements with 2-segment cells confirmed that during the rapid degradation of the stainless

steel cells no significant degradation appears in the electrolyte. We may thus conclude that the electrolyte

contamination is not the reason for the degradation in stainless steel dye solar cells.
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